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Decrees of Purification
The Sacred Words of Power from the Great Mother of Creation1
Magic so pure is brought now to man
In the Book of Life, in a gold-dipped pen
Recorded they are; this you must know
So that when you speak it makes it so..
...
The face of the Goddess shines through these words
To banish illusion wherever they’re heard...
The following you read
No translation you need
For it’s written in gold
unseen and untold
In Mother’s tongue in words unseen
Angels echo the words you mean
Filled with power, they’re sacred and true
What you speak is what you do
A gift from the Mother they surely are
To the ones She has gathered from near and far
To restore the balance of power and light
To heal and uplift, to do what is right
White magic they are, newly restored
Hidden from cycles of darkness before
They’re given this day, both ancient and new
Create through the heart and they’ll work for you
So simple they seem but they’re not as they appear
They’re far more than they seem it must be clear
Speak exactly the way they’re written for you
The words are of power and they will come true

1

Verse extracted from the Ring of Truth, Sacred Secrets of the Goddess, by Almine (www.spiritualjourneys.com)
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Decrees of Purification
Through decrees of purification in the living Light Language of the Mother of Creation, in this audio
you are supported to deeply imbibe the living light into the cells of your body. The Light Language and
decrees were given to us (through Almine) in 2006. It is stated that when spoken from a true heart, it
must come to pass.
All decrees are spoken on behalf of all beings—in all pure 'magic', whatever is done is done for all of
creation.
Enter into deep meditation for this audio, make sure you are not interrupted, and open yourself to
receiving the light coding from the statements. This language is so pure and potent it impacts the DNA
as well as reorders life. The decrees are recorded subliminally to brainwave entrainment music of (7.83
Hz) the pulsation of the planet...the pulsation that sustains all life. This is also the exact resonance of
Pinoline, the hormone produced by the pineal gland. It is also the frequency that the DNA uses to
replicate, and the frequency measured in the hands of great healers. As the pineal activates, so serotonin
is transformed to melatonin, which is the super-oxidant of nature that prevents aging. In the
meditation, you are led to release all tension that is cause of linear time..in linear time we are cut off
from Source and operate outside of eternity.
Linear time produces thought, and keeps us bound to the illusion through the mind's misinterpretation.
Thought must never lead; it is servant to deeper consciousness. When mind leads, you are caught in
the illusion that the external world is 'real', and then you try to impose your will on it. Or the mind runs
amok and simply reacts to external stimulus, in which case you have lost touch with your true being.
You then make yourself an opposite to the world.
When you live with no tension, you transcend duality. No tension means no resistance to life, and then
you flow on the river of grace....you are a current within it. When you train the mind to stillness, you
will have awareness and knowing from depth—only then are you self-sovereign.
In Love Without End (Glenda Green), the Master states that 'following the increase of life' is one of the
precepts on the sure path to success. The increase of life is followed by the day to day, moment to
moment attitudes and states of being. Live these statements and you will flourish and all life will be
enhanced by your presence.
In the list of decrees (below), the first statement is embedded in the audio in the light language that
works for all life. The second statement is an affirmation that (loosely) connects this decree to how
you may live it to make it so in service to all life.
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Audio Details and How to Use:
While moving into deep relaxation, first through a trypnaural entrainment to activate the feel-good
hormones in the brain, followed by entrainment to the pulsation of the planet, known as the Schumann
frequency (7.83 Hz), the audio contains powerful decrees for purification of body and environment
through reverencing the Mother of Creation. An angel elixir plays for the last 3 minutes of each round
of decrees, to mark the completion of the decrees. These are repeated to fill the 25 minutes of
entrainment music. You may stop after completion of the angelic elixir, or keep going for up the three
rounds.
The angel elixir come from the Angel of Joyous Possibilities, who reveals to us the endless possibilities that
open to us on our attitude of joy. The cosmic script is not predetermined; rather it is an endless array of
joyous possibilities.

Each time you play the decrees, you strengthen this reality for all life—that is the power contained
therein. There is no quicker way to accelerate awakening than to serve all life. Allow these decrees and
affirmations to spill over into new attitudes of greater conscientiousness in how you affect all life.
Another suggestion is to state the 'companion affirmations', during one of the replays of the decrees.
You may select a few and concentrate only on those. Feel into them and be in reverence and joy!
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Purification Decrees and Affirmations
The secrets of organic life are being unlocked to bring great wisdom, knowledge and understanding to
those who are ready. I ready myself to receive the secrets of organic life that I may reverence and
participate in all life through acknowledgement.
All have ideal foods that are delicious, healthy and life enhancing. In presenting the act of eating and
in full appreciation of the flavors and diversity, I enhance the effects in my body and am a delight to
Nature.
The waters are pristine and clear. The waters of my body are pristine and clear through conscientious
eating, speaking, thinking, feeling, and deed.
The atmosphere of the earth is maintained in a condition that is healthy for all life. By my thoughts,
words, and emotions, I maintain a pure atmosphere in the great ecosystem in which I am embedded.
The land of the earth is cared for and maintained in a way that is ideal to produce fertility and
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sustainability for all life. I maintain the 'inner land' of my being to produce flourishing and selfregeneration that I may tread lightly and with radiance in this world.
The vibrations over the surface of the earth are periodically raised to a higher level of love, light and
joy as beings are ready for it. I support the raising of the vibration in the world by my attitudes of love,
praise and gratitude.
All unlock the secrets of the universe and use them wisely for good. By my surrender and striving for
truth do I receive revelations that serve all life.
All are able to see a measure of the Goddess’ beauty in all that surrounds them. As I see beauty around
me, there do I find and radiate greater truth, love, and life.
In seeing beauty, I attune to truth...as I perceive so I become.
Ascension is made easy for those who are ready. In purity of Heart, my striving for the ascended state
in body benefits all life.

The clear choice of life is what is life-enhancing. Let all focus on it. I focus only on what enhances life,
and ruthlessly eliminate all else.
See the reflection of Mother in all and know your divinity. In complete devotion to Mother, I celebrate
Her by finding Her everywhere!
The Goddess is perfect love—let all nature reflect this. By my perception do I color all of nature; I am
a gentle breeze that soothes the weather and caresses all life.
I am all that I am here and now, ascended and immortal. By claiming truth of being do I fill 'greatest
shoes'.
We are all whole in our oneness, now. In uniting my whole being with the power of living love, my
cells become incorruptible and whole.
There is only love and the other pure emotions. I ruthlessly eliminate all negativity, that I may purify
the space for all life and reveal to it the heavenly realm that dwells in me.
May others become enlightened as I do. Enlightenment is shared, as I live in oneness with all life.
All life is appreciated. I release all value judgment and know that all is perfect even if I cannot yet
understand how. In knowing perfection, everything appreciates by my perception.
All life prospers and blooms with love. From full Heart, I become the Fountain of Life; all life
flourishes in my presence.
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All kingdoms and realms live in harmony with diversity, and in support of each other. I am an agent of
harmony by the harmlessness of my thoughts...by my innocent perception.
All life knows and loves Mother and reflects Her perfection every day in every way. I reflect the
Mother's Perfection by perceiving it in others.
Illusion falls away this moment, without even an echo remaining. I keep my gaze steadfast on the new
dawn rising in my Heart.
Love moves through every aspect of our being. I steep every aspect of being in love, as proxy for the
whole of creation. I now live abundantly from the fullness of Heart.
All are aware of the inter-connectedness of life. I am the breath that soothes the weathers and troubled
hearts.
Only life-enhancing words and energies are expressed. Like a pebble dropped in a pond that causes
infinite ripples, my Words reverberate Infinite Intent across the land.
All have an inner and outer environment of love in which to express. In cultivating every greater
pristine beauty of inner space, I participate in creating a field of love for all life.
Earth expands in an infinite glory of light and love that vibrates throughout all Creation. By my
victorious incorruptibility, I sing perfect harmonies that enhance the Earth's song of glory.
There is a revelation of the Mother’s infinite light, brighter than the heavens have ever known. I
welcome embodiment of brightest luminosity through the surrendered life that serves the Mother.
All express all pure emotions and rays of light embodied by Mother. I am gentle purity of Heart,
guarded by ruthless elimination of all that is false.
The rays of love, praise and gratitude permeate all thought and feeling. I am adoration of the Infinite in
action.2
We sing with joy. My cells sing with joy as I support their infinite purification and expansion.
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2 The self-wheel on p. 1 is the Wheel of Adoration of the Infinite Father and Mother; the one on p. 6 is Living each
Moment Majestically (by Almine, www.spiritualjourneys.com)
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